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INTRODUCTION

A peculiar stratigraphic relationship between

the Edwards and the Georgetown formations was first

noticed in 1927 by Dr. F. L. Whitney, then in charge

of a summer camp in Hays and Comal counties. Due to

the lack of time, the complicated geologic conditions

were not studied, and the cause cf this peculiar

structure was not clearly understood until the summer

of 1931, when it was decided that this feature should

be ascribed to pronounced erosion at the close of the

EdY/ards. Under the tutelage of Dr. Whitney, the

writer was given the assignment of working ait the

remaining problems and collecting evidence to sub-

stantiate this erosion interval theory as set forth

in the following pages.

V
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Divisions of Comanche Series

The strata of the Comanche series are divided

into various fornations, belonging to three divisions,

named from the bottom to the top: Trinity, Fredericks-

burg, and Washita.

The rocks of the Trinity division are not in-

volved in this problem, so no space will be devoted

to a description of them.

The seas of the Fredericksburg spread over the

old Paleozoic barrier and invaded far north and east

into Texas, even reaching Kansas. They covered by

far a greater extent than those of the Trinity, for

not only were all the sediments of the latter age

covered by the waters of the Fredericksburg, but they
1

also extended farther inland.

The Fredericksburg is divided into the Walnut,

Comanche Peak, and the Edwards, The Walnut consists

of a number of feet of clay separated by ledges of

limestone. The Comanche Peak formation overlies the

Walnut and begins where the beds change to a chalky

character. The rocks near the top of the Comanche

Peak become harder and grade into the basal Edwards

which is semicrystalline in character and contains

flint nodules.

1

Hill, R. T.: Twenty-first Annual Report, U. S

G-eological Survey, Part VII, page 199, 1901.
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A regional disturbance at the close of the

Fredericksburg caused the waters to withdraw from

parts of the area, thus producing a break between the

Edwards and Georgetown. This movement is manifested

in the change of fauna and also in the change of

character of the V7ashita sediments. Proof of this

will be presented in a subsequent discussion.

The Washita division consists of sediments de-

posited in a shallow sea that was almost as wide-

spread as the Fredericksburg sea and occupied prac-

tically the same areal extent.

The beds of the Y/ashita are extremely varied in

composition. At the base there occurs a series of

limestones, marls, and clays, called the Georgetown

formation in the Austin section. Above these beds

occurs the Del Rio formation, composed of laminated

clays which are greenish-blue to dull yellow in color.

Imposed upon the Del Rio are beds of massive limestone

ranging from a few inches to several feet in thickness

called the Buda limestone. This terminates the Comanche

series.

Description of the Edwards Formation

The Edwards formation was deposited in middle

AIMan time and includes a series of hard, indurated

limestones. The formation is characterized by the

abundance of flint nodules and the presence of rudistids.
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The Edwards limestone represents the culmination

of the subsidence that progressed during the Comanche
2

time. The beds did not originate in a deep sea but they

were deposited at a considerable distance from the shore

t

in a sea that was devoid of land debris. The presence

of corals and the absence of sandy members indicate that

the waters were unusually clear.

The Edwards is composed essentially of limestones,

hut there are some beds which are marly and arenaceous*

Clay is absent except as a minor constituent, in the

marly members*

The rocks vary from a hard ringing limestone to a

soft chalky limestone that is easily crushed* Some of

the limestones contain hard and soft spots; the hard

spots might represent a step in the formation of flint,

the soft spots, in part, represent the action of under-

ground water producing a "honeycombed" appearance*

.
A list of the fossils ?£iich may he used as an aid

in determining the Edwards are as follows:

Touoasia texana (Roemer)

Toucasia patagiata (White)

Goniopygus zitteli Clark

Holectypus planatus Roemer

Lucina acute-lineolata Roemer

2
Hill, R. T.: Twenty-first Annual Repor1 1 U. S.

Geological Survey, Part VII, page 227, 1901.
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Trochus texanus Roemer

Nerinea pellucida Cragin

Cerithium austinensis Roemer

Monopleura marcida White

Monopleura pinguiscula White

The Edwards formation varies greatly in character

from one locality to another and it is this feature that

makes the tracing of beds so difficult. No complete

section of the Edwards could foe obtained in Hays County

because the formation is complexly faulted within the

strip of outcrop, but its lower and upper contacts are

exposed. The upper part of the Edwards, as exposed in

Hays and Comal counties, consists of beds that are ex-

tremely dense, approaching a lithographic limestone in

texture, and are separated by thick layers of chalky,

gritty, crumbly limestone and c3ay. There are very few

fossils present as compared with the relative abundance

in the uppermost beds in Travis County. That part of

the middle portion of the formation found is extremely

chalky, somewhat porous, and contains an appreciable

amount of iron, coloring the beds a light red in certain

phases. The lower beds are mottled with soft ana hard

spots, producing a honeycomb effect; the harder blotches

are siliceous in appearance and the beds are here un-

fossiliferous and not very thick. The Edwards contact

with the Georgetown is very distinct; in some cases the

former being overlain by a relatively marly limestone



that contains many Exogyra americana (Marcou), of the

Fort 'Worth stage of the Georgetown, and in other cases

beds of the Main Street filled with Kingena wacoensis

(Roemer).

In Travis County, the Edwards formation contains

more fossils, especially in the uppermost beds, than in

Hays County. The section below gives the character and

the fossil content of the formation in Travis county.

"Upper part of the Edwards limestone exposed in

bluffs of Barton Creek, about one mile above the
bridge. 3

Edwards limestone:

Ft. Inch
49. Nodular limestone full of requienias 3 0

48. Nodular limestone, nodules as large
as one’s head 2 0

47. Hard, chalky limestone 3 0

46. Thinly laminated limestone (the so-

called n lithographic flags”) 8 9

45. White, sublaminated, chalky limestone*
The lower parts of Nos. 45 and 46

contain many fossils, Exogyra texana,
Pholodomya knowltoni, et c. 8 5

44. Nodular limestone, no requienias 1 0

43. Nodular limestone with many requienias
(second requienia bed) 3 9

\
• # •

In Williamson County, the Edwards has about the same

3

Hill, R. T.; Twenty-first Annual Report, U. S. Geologi-
cal Survey, Part VII, page 232, 1901.

10
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characteristic features that it has in Travis County.

Below is a section of the Edwards outcropping from George-

town to a point 6 miles northwest and that portion of the

Edwards exposed in Brushy Greek west of Round Rock measured

by J. A. Taff and modified slightly with editorial changes
4

by R. T. Hill:

”7. The succeeding strata are of light-blue and white

limestone, containing great numbers of the species
termed Ostrea munsoni Hill, or Hippurites flabelli-
fera Gragin. "(This Hed is No. 43 of the Austin sec-

tion). The latter fossil is so abundant along the

banks and bluffs of Barton Greek that it is not

possible to collect a fragment of one fossil from

the rock without the destruction of others. In the

section on Brushy Greek black flints occur 27 feet
below the summit of the Edv/ards limestone. Where
these appear the rock is chalky and in massive beds.
The flints occur in the massive beds and between the

strata, as broken bands and lens-like nodules. These

black flints, from their lower to their upper limits,
have a range of 23 feet. This limestone includes

the base of the blackflint belt. As far as known

there are about 13 feet of barren limestone above
the Ostrea? munsorii zone.

8. Indurated, hard, thick-bedded limestone, which
contains Requienia fossils. This much resembles
another Requienia limestone v/hich occurs near the
summit of the Edwards limestone. Seven feet.

9» Beds of yellow, chalky limestone (equivalent to

No. 45 of the Austin section). Exogyra texana

occurs in this limestone - a reappearance of this

species, which has not been seen since its occur-

rence at the base of the Fredericksburg division,
nearly 250 feet beneath this horizon. It is not

known to exist in higher beds. As these beds are

ascended from the medial portion the limestone is

observed to become purer and more chalky in texture,
until very near their summit strata are found which

are almost pure lime, friable and of chalky white-
ness. A specimen of a stratum of limestone 2 to 4

4

Hill, R. T.; Twenty-first Annual Report, U. S. Geologi-
cal Survey, Part VII, page 235, 1901.
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feet thick, just above the final occurrence of the

black flint, showed upon analysis 98 per cent of

carbonate of line. Eight feet.

10. The chalky layers grade up into the thinner

dimension layers (No. 46 of the Austin section).
In Brushy Greek at Round Rock, where a representa-
tive section is exposed, the bed begins at the base

with a ledge of siliceous limestone 2 inches thick.
This is succeeded by about 1 inch of semicrystal line,
oolitic-like limestone. Above this ledge there
occur flaggy layers some of which are almost chalky,
while others are crystalline and finely oolitic

(granular). From the middle to the top of the bed

the rocks are more flaggy in nature. There are in-

dications, almost throughout the bed, of shallow-
water action, in the granular lime and in the wavy
lines upon the laminated layers. Ripple narks occur

upon some of the flagstones, though they are nearly
pure lime. The nature of the flagstones in this
respect points to a history of shallow water at sea

beyond the reach of near-shore deposits. They are

practically barren of fbssils, small fragments of
shells only having been seen in them. Their aggre-
gate thickness at this locality and on the Colorado

River west of Austin is nearly 10 feet.

11. The upper Requienia beds or Austin marble (No.
49 of the Austin section), as it occurs on Brushy
Greek at Round Rock and at other points along the

line of the great fault, is a white, nearly pure
limestone composed almost wholly of a calcified
agglomerate of Rudistes and Requienias. This is the

final bed of Caprina and Requienia. They have not

been observed above this zone of their greatest
abundance in the Comanche series. The limits of

Requienia are clearly defined by the occurrence of

the fossils contained in it and by the character of

the rock. Its chalky whiteness, as it occurs at
Round Rock, is a contrast to the dull-blue flag-
stones below and to the Kiamitia and Fort Worth lime-
stone above. This bed is about 6 feet thick. The

rocks of this bed are involved in the disturbance
incident to the great fault along the line of their

outcrop. Hence in but few localities has it been
possible to study them satisfactorily. In the valley
of the San Gabriel they have been totally concealed
by the downthrown of the fault.”

It is evident that any single bed of Edwards can not

be traced over an area of considerable extent. The beds

seem to fade out and to change their relative positions.
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In Hays County the uppermost part of the Edwards does

not contain the typical Caprina and Requienia fauna so

characteristic of the top part of the Edwards in Travis

and Williamson counties* This condition shews that the

uppermost of the Edwards is lacking. Another noteworthy

fact is that the contact in Hays County is between some

bed below the top of the Edwards and either the Fort

Worth or Main Street stage of the Georgetown,whereas in

Williamson County on Brushy Creek it is between the top

of the Edwards and the Kiamitia. This shows that the

Edwards in Hays County stood above the sea during early

Georgetown deposition.

Georgetown Formation

The Georgetown formation is the lowest member of

the Washita group and is named from the town of George-

town. This formation was first called the Fort Worth lime
5

stone by Hill and Vaughan. In the Austin section it

consists largely of alternating beds of hard, impure lime-

stones and beds of marls and clays. Before weathering,

some of the limestone is hard and has a decidedly blue

color, but after weathering it is yellowish-white and

nodular. Due to the shifting of the sea, there was a

thinning and disappearance of the marl and clay beds, and

it is this feature that makes the George town so variable

5

Hill, R. T. and Vaughan, T. W.: Eighteenth Annual Re-
port , U. S. Geological Survey, Part 2, page 259, 1901.
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and Imrd to trace from one locality to the next.

The Georgetown formation comprises five divisions

(if the Kiamitia clay be regarded as a transitional forma-

tion between the Fredericksburg and the Washita groups)

which are from the bottom to the top: Duck Creek, Fort

Worth, Denton, Weno, and Main Street. All these divis-

ions vary in thickness and character from place to place,

but we shall consider their development in only the imme-

diate neighborhood of our problem.

The Duck Creek formation contains thick, massive
v

beds of hard, impure limestone. It usually v/eathers to

a light or dark brown. Among the typical fossils to be

found are: Desmoceras brazoensis (Shumard), Hamites

comanchensis Adkins and Winton, Pervinquieria leonensis

(Conrad), Gryphaea oorrugata Say, and Exogyra plexa

Cragin. The formation is about 20 feet thick at Austin.

The Fort Worth limestone is approximately 30 feet

thick and consists of alternating beds of limestone and

marl. The fossils to be found in the Fort Worth are:

Macraster elegans (Shumard), Exogyra americana (Marcou),

Ostrea (Alectryonia) carinata (Lamarck), Gryphaea

washitaensis Hill.

The Denton roarl consists of limestone and about 2

feet of soft unconsolidated material. This formation

thins considerably due to the disappearance of the softer

members. The typical fossils found in the Denton are:

Gryphaea washitaensis Hill, Gymatoeeras texanum (Shumard),

Ostrea (Alectryonia) carinata (Lamarck), Plicatula dentonsis

Cragin, Neithea subalpina (Boese), and Pervinquieria sp.



The Weno formation is about 10 feet thick and con-

sists of alternating beds of soft limestone and shaly marl,

Fossils that are indicative of the formation are: Trigonia

ciavigera Cragin, Neithea georgetownensis Khiker, and

Cymatoceras texanum (Shumard)•

The Main Street consists of calcareous clays and

massive beds of limestones which are white to yellow in

color. It has a thickness of approximately 15 to 20 feet.

The fossils which characterize the formation are Kingena

wacoensis (Roemer), Turrilites brazoensis Roemer, and

Holectypus charltoni Cragin.

A section of the Georgetov/n measured near the Burle-

son home about two miles northwest of San Marcos had a

6

thickness of about 26 feet. Mr. Cuyler gives the thick-

ness of the Georgetown at Austin as 80 feet and he also

states that the thickness of the North Texas equivalents

of the Georgetown is 375 feet. It is evident, therefore,

that there is a decided thinning to the south. This can

best be shown on the following table.

County Thickness Thickness Duck Fort Denton Weno Pawpaw Main

°6rla|hlia fowneeq§!va- Creek Worth Street
Cooke or lents

Grayson 410 375 100 45-60 45-60 100 50 10-20
Denton 380 305 100 25-35 25-35 65-105 35-70 15
Tarrant 325 250 65 25 20-25 65-70 27-40 35-40
Johnson 267 167 20 25-27 25 40 9 50
McLennan 225 155 30 30 5 50 5 35
Travis 200 80 *O-25 30 2 10-15 0 15-20

*Cuyler states that the thickness of the Duck Creek in Travis County

6

Cuyler, Robt. H.: Bull, of A. A. P. G., Vol. 13, No. 10,
October 1929.

15
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is 25 feet, but Dr. Whitney and the writer found a

locality near Manchaca in Travis County where the Duck

Greek was entirely absent, and the Fort Worth was rest-

ing on the Edwards.

Comparison of Edwards and Georgetown

After the deposition of the Edwards, there was

evidently a recession and shallowing of the sea. This

retreat is very plainly manifested In the sediments of

late Fredericksburg and early Washita, the former being

composed mostly of limestones which are relatively dense

and pure in nature; the latter being more argillaceous.

The character of these sediments is a lithologic re-

flection of a diastrophic movement and one which was

probably bradyseismic in nature.

This movement is perhaps better reflected in the

fossils of the two divisions. It would be safe to say

that the faunal evidence of this movement serves actually

as a basis for a dividing line between the Fredericks-

burg and the Washita* The percentage of species common

to the Edwards and Georgetown is very low compared with

the number of species in each of these formations. In

every locality where these formations are studied, this

faunal break is very pronounced.

Erosional Interval Under Consideration

Apparently the uplift producing the local uncon-
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formity under consideration had little or no effect upon

the Georgetown fauna. The faunal differences fbund in

the area studied are due to the general causes mentioned

above which produced a break between the Fredericksburg

and Washita. No indication of a localized fauna, even

developed to the slightest degree, could be found. Such

a feature is not puzzling if the area standing above

water is small.

Only under unusual conditions could such a local

uplift fail to leave lithologic evidence of a new shore

facies. Conglomerates have been found at the contact.

If these conglomerates be regarded as deposited with

the Georgetown, and hence a part of the formation, this

feature is really the only difference between the George-

town in this locality and the area about it.

The hiatus between the Edwards and Georgetown in

this area is of greater magnitude than generally exists

elsewhere between these two formations. That is, the

effect of uplift and consequent erosion was more pro-

nounced here than in the areas about it. In other words

this unconformity is one based upon structural relations.

Many other lines of minor evidence were sought and those

substantiating this theory are brought out in detail.

Lithologic Evidences

A conglomerate consisting of small blocks of Edwards

varying in size from one-eighth inch to ten inches in
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diameter imbedded in a matrix of limestone occurs at the

top of the Edwards in Hays and Comal counties. (Fig. 1,

2, and 3, Page 24 ). Although very local in extent, it

occurs in a number of places in the area under considera-

tion. It can not- be Pleistocene in age because it is

found in place between the Edwards and Georgetown in an

irrigation ditch near the Burleson home about 2 miles

north-west of San Marcos. It is also found on the Nance

ranch near the old mill on Blanco River west of Kyle. Here

the Buda is faulted down against the conglomerate lying on

top of the Edwards. Conglomerate occurs on the Hilliard

ranch about 3 miles north-west of San Marcos, and on Henry

Yogel’s farm in Comal County. Other places were encountered

where the conglomerate was noted, but these were the lo-

calities.

Structural Evidences

In the local area where the Edwards and Georgetown

meet the contact is always irregular* This is due to the

fact that the old Edwards land mass was not planed off,

but consisted of irregular hills and valleys, This irregu-

lar surface is now revealed, due to the removal of the

Georgetown to the point where only the higher parts of the

Edwards are uncovered* This gives rise to the peculiar

relations of Edwards and Georgetown shown on the accompany-

ing map. (Page 28).

When these old Edwards hills are examined closely,

it is seen that their tops have been removed in a number



of localities, leaving their bases surrounded by George-

town beds as shown in Fig. 6. In some places the old

eroded surface of the Edwards can be seen dipping under

the Georgetown. A very good example of this is found in

an irrigation ditch near the Burleson home.

Stratigraphic Evidences

The Edwards is here so devoid of any definite hori-

zons that it is impossible to zone the formation. This

constitutes a grave problem when making a determination

of the total amount of Edwards removed. A general idea

of the vertical extent of erosion affecting the Edwards

in the immediate locality of the Hilliard ranch can be

obtained by referring to the map on page 28. For instance,

at point A, the Edwards formation outcrops at an elevation

of 550 feet, whereas at B the Edwards-Georgetown contact,

the lowest in the area, is at an elevation of 482. At

least 48 feet cf Edwards has been removed by erosion, but

there is no evidence that the surface at A is the original

top of the Edwards. Doubtless much of the formation has

been removed at this point* Measurements on the property

of a Mr. Hoffmann, 4 miles north of Bracken, show that as

much as 88 feet has been removed from the Edwards.

Another factor which indicates with a fair degree

of certainty that the Edwards was above water when the

lower Georgetown was being deposited elsewhere is the pre-

sence of petrified wood at the contact of the Edwards and

19
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Georgetown. It occurs only on the Edwards formation.

If it belonged to some later period, it should be en-

countered on other formations. This wood was found on

Mr. F. Hopplin's farm about 11 miles west of New Braun-

fels, and on John Mickesch's property, about 2 miles south

of this location.

List of Contacts

The following contacts were studied during the

investigation of the unconformity:

1. Henry Vogel's farm in Comal County, about 11

miles west of New Braunfels. The contact at

this locality is between the Edwards and the upper

part of the Main Street. About two feet above

this contact is the base of the Del Rio. This

relationship shows that the Edwards at this loca-

tion was above sea during almost all of the George-

town and probably was one of the highest points

of the old Edwards land mass.

2. Irrigation ditch near the Burleson home, about

2 miles north-west of San Marcos. The contact is

with the Fort Worth, but there is a layer of con-

glomerate separating the Georgetown from the

Edwards.

3• Hilliards* ranch in Plays County about 3 miles

north-west of San Marcos. This contact is be-

tween the Edwards and the upper part of the Fort

Worth stage of the Georgetown.
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4. On Bear Greek near Manchaca, Travis County,

the contact is between the Edwards and the Fort

Worth stage of the Georgetown.

5. At Austin near Gamp Mabry the Edwards is in

contact with the Duck Greek.
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Conclusion

1. Near the end of Edwards time certain areas in

Hays and Comal counties were uplifted and eroded.

The exact time of the uplift is not definitely

known, but it was probably initiated near the

end of Edwards and the movement may have con-

tinued into early Georgetown.

2. The erosion interval continued well into George'

town time for the Kiamitia, Duck Greek, and in

some instances, all the Fort Worth are lacking.

At least 48 feet of Edwards were removed.

3* The Georgetown seas bordering this land mass

began to encroach in Fort Worth time. The en-

croachment appears to have been gradual for some

of the highest parts of the land mass remained

above water until the depositon of the Main

Street.
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ILLUSTRATIONS

Fig. 1 Conglomerate composed of Edwards lime-
stones. Irrigation ditch on Burleson
farm.
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Fig. 2 Contact in the irrigation ditch near the
Burleson home. The hat is on the George-
town and the conglomerate is immediately
below it.

Fig. 3 Another view of Figure 2.
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Fig. 4 Fossil wood at surface of the Edwards
on the John Mickesch property.

Fig. 5 Fossil wood collected from the above
location.
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Fig. 6 An illustration of an Edwards hill sur-

rounded by Georgetown on the Hilliard

ranch near San Marcos. The inclination
of the beds are shown by the hammer in

the right side of the picture.
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